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Logi for Computer Siene: The EngineeringChallenge �Wolfgang ThomasRWTH Aahen, Lehrstuhl f�ur Informatik VII,52056 Aahen, Germanythomas�informatik.rwth-aahen.deAbstrat. This essay is a reetion on the roles whih logi played andan play in omputer siene. We reall the obvious merits of mathemat-ial logi as a parent disipline of omputer siene, from whih many�elds in theoretial omputer siene emerged, but then address someunresolved issues in onnetion with the engineering tasks of omputersiene. We argue that logi has good perspetives here, following a tra-dition whih is loser to Leibniz than to Hilbert and G�odel.1 IntrodutionLogi is a ornerstone of sienti� methodology and thus belongs to the founda-tion of every sienti� disipline. For omputer siene, logi plays a still moreentral role:{ Logi is a parent disipline of omputer siene; historially omputer sieneemerged from problems and methods whih were developed in mathematiallogi.{ Logi is a basi onstituent of the omputer siene urriulum; in fat,there is agreement that it is required in a striter sense in omputer sieneeduation than, for example, in mathematis.{ Logi has produed a large reservoir of methods and theories for omputersiene (whih are often typial for this appliation area and no more to beounted to mathematial logi itself).The present paper starts with an elaboration on these aspets.But beyond these merits and ontributions of \logi in omputer siene",there is also a deeper (and I think more problemati) level of the relation betweenlogi and its omputer siene ontext. In the never-ending disussion of the roleof \theory" in omputer siene, and why (for instane) logi should ontinueto be taught in the way it is, I �nd impliit ritiisms and hallenges whih arerarely made expliit. Muh of this disussion is due to the di�erent viewpoints? Transription of a leture given at the Dagstuhl Anniversary Conferene, Saar-br�uken, August 2000
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whih sientists and engineers have. For lassial mathematis (espeially, foranalysis), it is generally aepted that engineers have a legitimate speial viewand use of the subjet. For the onepts and tehniques of logi, whih today areused (mostly in an impliit way, unfortunately) in the daily work of hundredsof thousands of software engineers, an engineering view has not yet emerged asnatural and legitimate. Today, engineers usually have a rather distorted viewof logi; many use the term \logi" just to mean a iruit, i.e. a realizationof a Boolean formula. But logi has the potential to o�er muh more, namelyto supply another basi \alulus" with a ore of tehniques whih should beknown and applied by every professional systems engineer. This would involvea ertain move in the orientation of logi, from \logi in omputer siene" towhat I would all \logi for omputer siene". In the seond half of this paperI will try to explain these hallenges in more detail, in whih way they deviatefrom the fous of lassial mathematial logi (and even of lassial theoretialomputer siene), and why I �nd them to be promising traks on whih logian ontribute to progress in omputer siene.2 Mathematial logi as an originThere is not a single event whih an be alled the birth of omputer siene; in-deed, this new disipline evolved by a ompliated interation between engineers,mathematiians, and also logiians. But there are eminent single ontributionswhih surely were essential in forming this new sienti� �eld, several of themfrom mathematial logi. Among them, Alan Turing's paper of 1936 On om-putable numbers, with an appliation to the Entsheidungsproblem is a prominentexample. In this paper, one �nds a proposal to apture in preise terms the mostfundamental notion of omputer siene (\algorithm"), one �nds the idea of auniversal mahine (antiipating the onept of programmable proessor), andalso �rst unsolvability results, showing prinipal limitations of the algorithmimethod.Turing's paper was a ontribution to mathematial logi; it showed that themost famous problem of the subjet at the time, \Hilbert's Entsheidungsprob-lem", is algorithmially unsolvable. Let us briey reall these logial origins ofomputer siene.Mathematial logi is a relatively new branh of logi whih took shape inthe seond half of the nineteenth entury. At �rst, the aim was to join logiwith the ideas of arithmeti and algebra, in order to make logi aessible to thepowerful algebrai tehniques of formula manipulation. In the works of Booleand Shr�oder, interesting parts of dedutive reasoning were ast in algebraiformalisms (in \Boolean algebra" and Shr�oders \Algebra der Logik").But these formalisms overed only small fragments of mathematial languageand inferene methods. In his pioneering monograph Begri�sshrift, GottlobFrege overame these de�its. He proposed a universal formal language (in par-tiular, involving quanti�ers), in whih one ould express all ordinary mathe-
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matis, and he developed a syntati proof alulus whih was strong enough toimitate mathematial proofs.This suess su�ered from a drawbak and some irritation whih originatedin Cantorian set theory by the set theoreti paradoxes, for example, by the para-dox of the set of sets whih are not an element of itself (disovered independentlyby Zermelo and Russell). Cantor himself had been aware of the subtleties whihhad to be observed when dealing with in�nite sets (and he had spoken of onsis-tent and inonsistent sets). But for a formal reonstrution of the foundationsof mathematis, as designed by Frege, the Zermelo-Russell paradox ame as asurprise and a shok. Hilbert, who felt like Cantor, was onerned about theperspetive that mathematis might be put into doubt. He proposed what isalled \Hilbert's Program": to get rid of the worries about the foundations ofmathematis in two steps:{ by simulating ordinary mathematis in a suÆiently strong formal system(with a syntati proof alulus),{ by showing with elementary means (\�nitist methods", whih were not sub-jet to doubt) that in this formal system a ontradition like 0 = 1 ouldnot be derived.Part of the seond item was \Hilbert's Entsheidungsproblem": it asked for aproedure by whih it ould be deided whether a given formula (like 0 = 1) isor is not derivable in the proof alulus.In pursuing this program, mathematial logiians lari�ed a onept whihproved to be entral in the subsequent formation of omputer siene, namelythe onept of a formal system, with a lear separation of syntax and seman-tis, with the notion of a formal proof alulus (de�ning \omputational steps"),and its properties of soundness, ompleteness, and onsisteny. The master ex-ample of suh a formal system was �rst-order logi (or prediate logi). Later,in omputer siene, formal systems were reated in hundreds of di�erent ver-sions, for example in the de�nition of spei�ation languages, proess aluli,and programming languages. But in the original ontext of �rst-order logi, thebreakthrough results of mathematial logi were established:{ G�odel's ompleteness theorem, showing that a �rst-order formula is valid(true in every model) i� it an be derived in the proof alulus,{ G�odel's inompleteness theorem, whih states that the sentenes whih aretrue in the �xed model of arithmeti annot be generated ompletely by anaxiom system (like the axioms of �rst-order Peano arithmeti),{ Churh's and Turing's lari�ation of the notion of algorithm and the proofthat Hilbert's Entsheidungsproblem is undeidable for �rst-order logi.The last two results meant that the seond part of Hilbert's Program ouldnot be arried out in the form as originally envisaged. On the other hand, theadmirable and tedious work of Frege, Russell, Whitehead, and many others hadprodued the astonishing fat that the �rst part of Hilbert's program was indeedrealizable, �rst in systems of higher-order logi, and �nally, with the development
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of set theory, even in �rst-order logi (based on the �rst-order axiom system ZFC,\Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory with the axiom of hoie").The idea of oding a signi�ant part of siene in suh a formal manner wasnot new: Two hundred years earlier, Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz had formulatedthe far-reahing vision of a harateristia universalis, a universal language inwhih knowledge ould be expressed and manipulated in a omputational fash-ion:It should be possible to set up a kind of alphabet of human thoughts, andto invent and to deide everything by a ombination of its letters and bythe analysis of the words omposed from them.Leibniz had overoptimisti views about the realizability of his projet (maybetypial for sientists who have to raise funds):It would ost no more work than what is already now invested in manytreatises and enylopedias. I think that some seleted persons an dothe job within �ve years, but that after two years they are already able tomaster by an unfallible alulus the disiplines whih are required mostfor life, i.e., moral and metaphysis. 1At �rst sight, Leibniz's vision looks muh too ambitious to be feasible, evenwhen restrited to the domain of mathematis; indeed, I do not know of anymathematiian or philosopher who agreed to Leibniz in that his program mightbe worth trying. Leibniz himself ould provide only very small tehnial stepstowards his goal (among them the sketh of a fragment of Boolean algebra).Nevertheless, only two enturies later the program was realized for the domainof mathematis.However, an important di�erene has to be noted: The aim of mathematiallogi was to larify a very general methodologial question, that of onsisteny ofmathematial assumptions and reasoning; so it was suÆient to ode mathemat-is in priniple, without any laims on a pratial use of the formalization. Onthe other hand, Leibniz took the approah of a knowledge engineer who wantedto set up a pratial alulus of information proessing. Only in the ontinuationof logi within omputer siene, this pratial aspet began to play a role again,when logi programming and automated theorem proving were developed. Thesetwo views of logi, that of a foundational disipline as pereived by Hilbert andG�odel and that of a framework for pratial omputation as suggested by Leib-niz, point preisely to the question whih pro�le logi should have today in theontext of omputer siene.The great suess of mathematial logi was �rst seen in the fat that anumber of new mathematial subjets ame into existene, among them re-ursion theory, model theory, set theory, and proof theory. The Handbook ofMathematial Logi [2℄ gives a �rst impression of their beauty and strength.These new mathematial subjets were reated in the very short time of onlytwo or three generations, and they helped to establish new onnetions between1 Quotations from [5℄ (my translation from Latin)
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logi and other mathematial subjets (for example, algebra). On the elementarylevel, a ore theory emerged whih is now part of the undergraduate urriulum:Propositional logi, syntax and semantis of �rst-order logi, a proof alulus,its soundness and ompleteness, basi undeidability and inompleteness results,and expressiveness results (like the ompatness theorem or separation resultson the expressive power of logis).3 Logi in omputer sieneApart from the new subjets reated within mathematial logi, many areasin theoretial omputer siene developed as o�springs of logi. For example,the above-mentioned logi subjets of reursion theory, model theory, and prooftheory all gave rise to new disiplines in theoretial omputer siene with anew spei� orientation: From reursion theory, the area of omplexity theoryemerged, addressing the quantitative re�nement of omputability, with manynew onepts and methods. Similarly, model theory took a spei� shift in re-sponse to \the hallenge of omputer siene" (see Gurevih's paper [3℄), byfoussing on �nite models and establishing the new �eld of desriptive om-plexity theory. Finally, the subjet of proof theory had many ontinuations inomputer siene, notably type theory, whih itself plays a entral role e.g. inprogramming language semantis.Today it seems impossible to give a omplete list all �elds in omputer sienewhih are rooted in logi. Here is an exerpt (and the reader may onsult theHandbook of Logi in Computer Siene [1℄ to get a more detailed piture):{ programming language semantis,{ type theory, linear logi, ategorial theories,{ �-alulus, �-alulus,{ spei�ation logis, e.g., dynami logi, Hoare logi, temporal logi, systemslike VDM, Z,{ �nite model theory, data base theory,{ term rewriting, uni�ation, logi programming, funtional programming,{ automated theorem proving,{ program veri�ation,{ proess aluli and onurreny theory,{ modal logi, logis of knowledgeThis list is to be omplemented by families of onrete software systems whihwere designed as diret outgrowths of theories of logi. Among these \pratialsuesses" of logi, there are the following:{ Systems for iruit design,{ Relational data base systems,{ Expert systems,{ Model hekers and theorem provers.
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Despite this rih landsape of theoretial subjets and onrete systems, thestatus of logi in omputer siene is under dispute (e.g., regarding its role inthe urriulum), and logi faes ritiism of pratitioners as being too formaland too remote from the world of software (or systems) development pratie.When lea�ng through the proeedings of logi onferenes in omputer siene,one gets the feeling that this nie and deep researh is not terribly inuentialin mainstream omputer siene. A standard reply to this is that the pratieof omputer siene is not yet sienti� and that some time in the future therelevane of the preise methods will be appreiated. I think that this kind ofreply makes things too easy and avoids faing some hallenges whih in fat anprove very fruitful for logi.4 Some hallenges in the ontext of engineeringA harateristi feature of mathematial logi is its onentration on formalsystems as a whole. Usually, a logial framework is a formal system, and thestatements and laims made are onerned with global properties, like onsis-teny or ompleteness, expressiveness in omparison with other formal systems,or questions of deidability and omplexity of algorithmi problems about thesesystems. Often, this involves the redution of the phenomena under onsidera-tion to the \atomi level", on whih the tehnial work is then performed. Thisapplies not only to lassial mathematial logi but also to most of the above-mentioned logi-oriented areas in theoretial omputer siene.Some well-known examples might illustrate this. In Turing's analysis of thenotion of algorithm, one �nds a redution of the oneivable omputational pro-esses to the most elementary units, the Turing mahine moves, and these unitsare argued to be \omplete" for disrete omputation. Similarly, in the onep-tion of a �rst-order proof alulus, some very elementary proof steps are isolatedand formulated as proof rules, and the alulus as a whole is shown to be soundand omplete. Similar statements an be made about other aluli, like the �-alulus or the �-alulus, and many more formalisms (see, for example, theonluding setion of Milner's Turing Award Leture [4℄). The maturity and ex-periene whih logi has gained in setting up, analyzing, and omparing formalsystems allows today suh studies of high subtlety and sholasti re�nement; it isfun to play on this stage. (In other branhes of theoretial omputer siene, likethe theory of formal languages, the same tendeny is to be seen, only di�erenttypes of formal systems are studied.)The study of formal systems and their global properties orresponds to thesituation in the natural sienes where one also tries to redue existing phenom-ena to elementary units (fats and laws) suh that the observed phenomena anbe explained from them. This sienti� analysis is useful and essential also inomputer siene for a deeper understanding of the \natural laws" of informa-tion proessing, but it is somewhat opposite to the interests of an engineer. Heis less onerned with the extreme redution of proesses or objets, but morewith the synthesis of systems from \usable" omponents whih very rarely are
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\atomi", and he needs a lear terminologial framework whih supports thissynthesis. This explains why the omputer siene professional usually handlesunits whih are of a quite di�erent nature than the strutures whih he seesin his undergraduate ourses, say in logi or theoretial omputer siene. The(software or systems) engineer would appreiate from logi onepts and teh-niques as thinking tools 2, whih are lean, adequate, and onvenient, to supporthim (or her) in desribing, reasoning about, and onstruting omplex softwareand hardware systems.This is di�erent from the oneption of uniform general theories; it empha-sizes onstrution rather than redution. In the present landsape of logi, suhonstrutive and useful tools exists. Let us mention some of them:{ Propositional logi and ordered binary deision diagrams,{ temporal logi and model-heking,{ Horn lause logi and logi programming,{ the relational data model.But these onepts and tehniques are just mosai piees of a more ompre-hensive \disrete system theory" whih an engineer ould use. Muh has to bedone to omplete this mosai. To give some more detailed perspetive, I list �vegeneral hallenges, the �rst four being more of methodologial nature, the lastgiving a kind of researh diretion.4.1 Pragmatis is importantThe lients of lassial mathematial logi were mathematiians with an interestin the foundations of mathematis. This is a small, exellently quali�ed audiene.In omputer siene, logi is (or should be) applied by hundreds of thousands ofaverage software engineers. It is obvious that the two ommunities need ratherdi�erent presentations of logi. Moreover, the impat of the software engineers'logi eduation is (via the quality of their software produts) by far greater thanthe impat whih logi has ever reahed in foundational studies. Logi shouldrespond to this hallenge, and it would gain a muh higher signi�ane by atighter onnetion to engineering. The pragmatis of logi formalisms, i.e., theirsuitability for everyday use, is here more important than lassial riteria likeompleteness.Let me illustrate this with a very small example. Propositional temporal logiof linear time is known to be expressively equivalent to the �rst-order languageover labelled orderings of order type !. For a logiian or a mathematiian it istrivial to use �rst-order formulas rather than temporal formulas. But in pratie,it makes a di�erene whether one has to write down expliitly the variables fortime points (as is neessary in �rst-order logi) or whether one may use temporaloperators whih spare this. Experiene shows that engineers prefer very muhthe variable-free framework over �rst-order logi. Suh aspets are irrelevant inlassial logi but have to be addressed if a widespread use of a formalism isimportant.2 This term is due to C. Jones; see his ontribution to this volume.
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4.2 Building a new model theoryIn lassial model theory, one onsiders �rst-order strutures and relations andoperations like extension, elementary extension, the formation of produts, et.Usually, one onsiders one model at a time. An average software engineer, mod-elling some appliation say in the objet-oriented UML-framework (\Uni�edModelling Language"), may handle hundreds of strutures at the same time, ofdi�erent sorts, and with muh more ompliated interations like instantiation,multiple referenes, inheritane, et. Neither is there (up to now) a well-de�nedsemantis for the full range of the UML language, nor is there a lear and un-ambiguous terminology whih would guarantee a onsistent use of the objet-oriented framework. To supply a lean and lear way of handling this haotiworld of models is both a very pratial and theoretially demanding task. Astudent who ompares the models of his logi ourse to the omplexities of themodels whih he has to treat in his software engineering projet work may ometo the onlusion that theory is not very useful for him.4.3 Merging the languages of formulas and diagramsThere are two basi approahes to the spei�ation of systems and their be-haviour: Formula based frameworks (like temporal logi, VDM, Z) and diagrambased formalisms (like SDL, UML, Stateharts). Both have their typial advan-tages. By their oneption, formula based frameworks are \ompositional"; theirformulas or terms are onstruted indutively, and the de�nition of the seman-tis usually follows this indutive struture. On the other hand, diagrams andgraph-like objets are usually more exible in use, and also algorithmi problemslike satis�ability or simpli�ation (\minimization") are often solved more easilyhere than over formulas. Classial results giving a preise onnetion betweenthe two approahes are, for instane, the equivalene between Boolean formulasand ordered binary deision diagrams, and the equivalene between regular ex-pressions (or monadi seond-order logi over words) and �nite automata. Thelarge-sale use of spei�ations by diagrams seems to be typial for omputersiene (and probably is another aspet of pragmatis). Theories whih supportmerging diagram-based languages with term- or formula-based ones would helpin designing better spei�ation languages.4.4 Taking hierarhy seriouslyThe desription of large (software or hardware) systems is only possible by refer-ring to their hierarhial struture, often reeting di�erent levels of abstration.A \spei�ation" is often more a kind of book than a kind of formula. The basimodels of logi (and of theoretial omputer siene), like �rst-order struturesor automata, are at, and their measure of omplexity is often simply their size(number of elements or states). This is highly inadequate in the study of non-trivial systems; \hierarhy level" should be a �rst-lass parameter. There are
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promising theoretial models supporting hierarhial desriptions and onstru-tions, like ommuniating or hierarhial state-mahines, stateharts, or Gure-vih's abstrat state mahines. But the theory of their behaviour is not yet welldeveloped, and more work has to be invested to make it aessible to engineers.The systems of omputer siene over suh a wide range of levels of hierarhytoday that it even seems doubtful to try to over them by just one methodology.In natural siene, it is agreed that di�erent levels of organization require di�er-ent onepts and laws, as seen in the division of siene into �elds like physis,hemistry, and biology. The hierarhial world of information proessing systemshas reahed a rihness where the same question arises. An example may illus-trate this aspet: It is lear that in the memory ells of a proessor a single bitmatters. But on the level of the world-wide web this is no more true; there, itusually does not even matter whether a whole server is down. So, in teahing\foundations of omputer siene", it is probably no more appropriate to mapeverything (in priniple) to the at world of �nite automata or Turing mahines.This is like trying to explain hemial or biologial phenomena just with theonepts and laws of physis.4.5 The hallenge of the webIn the past ten years, the development of the world-wide web has aused arevolution in the world of information proessing. The framework for the publi-ation and exhange of sienti� results is hanging deeply and rapidly. Today,a large part of sienti� knowledge is avalaible not only in symboli form (i.e.,in texts), but also in a format whih supports mahine-based searh, analysis,and omposition. This gives a ompleteley new perspetive to Leibniz's projetof a universal framework for the management of knowledge. It is rather learthat new kinds of \inferene" and \omposition of propositions" have to be de-veloped to handle the potentials of the web adequately. Leibniz would probablybe enthusiasti about this wonderful new arena for logi. But in aademi logi,these pratial Leibnizian tasks do not attrat muh interest. Instead, omputersientists, in partiular data base researhers, are addressing these questions. 3Sometimes I have the impression that we are living in a golden age of logi butthat logi does not know it.5 ConlusionIn the setions above, I argued that omputer siene gives to logi new hal-lenges and perspetives, in partiular, to develop lean, adequate, and onvenientmethods for modelling and onstruting disrete systems (software and hardwaresystems). For ahieving this, logi would no more stay just a foundational siene,but also funtion as an engineering-oriented (however theoretial!) disipline. Itshould give to system engineers mathematial tools whih they require in anyonstrutions whih are done \aording to professional standards".3 see the paper of G. Weikum in this volume
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For other parts of mathematis, it is agreed whih methods and tools belongto suh a standard: For example, every engineer has to know how to use lineardi�erential equations and the Laplae transform. This is part of what is alled\mathematial modelling". The restrition of this term to ontinuous models isno more adequate today, beause highly nontrivial disrete systems, espeiallysoftware systems, our in the daily pratie of virtually every engineer (notonly in software engineering). In an evolving disipline of \disrete modelling"and \disrete system theory", logi has a signi�ant part (together with other�elds like data strutures, automata theory, algorithmis). In the long run, thisdisrete system theory should provide a \alulus" whih is to be applied in anyprofessionally performed onstrution of software systems.When this hallenge is taken seriously, the fous of logi will be shifted beyondthe sope of lassial mathematial logi, even more as it already did during theformation of theoretial omputer siene. Some mathematial logiians will saythat these tasks should be arried out by omputer sientists, and some logiiansin omputer siene may say that data base theorists, programming languageresearhers, or software speialists will do the job. Anyway, if logiians of anyavour would agree that hallenges like the ones mentioned above are interestingand not just an outgrowth of a fashion, then their expertise would ontribute toa muh faster progress. Moreover, there would be less disussion whether logiinstitutes be losed or logi professorships anelled. The best response to thehallenges raised above is an intensive ooperation between logiians, omputersientists, and engineers.A word of aution seems to be in order. The idea to develop a new way ofteahing logi to engineers does not mean to throw all the treasures away whihlogi has given us. Espeially for basi ourses it is important to present oherentand luid theory, as it was developed in logi by a long proess of sienti� e�ort.At the present time, it seems that a omprehensive and polished treatment of\logi for engineers" does not yet exist. Many more steps are needed to arrive atit, espeially to separate the lasting priniples from the hot but sometines notso deep topis.The task of shaping lean, adequate, and onvenient theoretial frameworkswhih an be taught to and are usable by engineers, is hard and requires thestudy of engineering pratie. It will not be funded muh, will for a long timenot share the glory of industrial partnerships (as many \applied" projets do),and it will be progressing slowly. But the long-term impat will be high, and Iam ertain that over the oming deades the demand for this kind of researhwill grow, in the same way as the demand for reliable and manageable softwaresystems will grow.6 AknowledgmentI thank several olleagues for their helpful omments on a draft of this paper,in partiular Heinz-Dieter Ebbinghaus, J�org Flum, Erih Gr�adel, and ReinhardWilhelm.
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